
Summer Series:  there will be a need this week to ask our groups who has shared the Summer Series
question.

Leaders should mentally keep a note with a view to increasing the percentage of those who have 
done this.

 

a. Share at least ONE good story. Best to check this out BEFORE the group begins.

b. Tell them we’ll check back next week

c. Remind the groups that next week we will do week 2 of the Family Series

Grace Nights: HONOUR YOUR FATHER & MOTHER

 

INTRO: What are the challenges in our generation to honoring our parents?

 

1.     The 10 commandments are made up of a group of 4 and a group of 6. As you 
READ EXODUS 20:1-17 how would you describe each group?

The first group are all about God, the second group are all about how we interact with 
others

 

·      The commandment to honour father & mother bridges the two groups. How might this 
commandment relate the two together?

There are a number of possibilities here but the truth is that the way we relate to parents shapes the 
way we relate to God and the way we relate to others. 

 

·      What are the implications for a society where honour of parents is not applied?

It will be a society without order, love or discipline. 

 

·      How do you honour someone? (note that Eph 6:2 has the word “obey”) 

Treat with respect, give credit to them for what they have done, praise them publically, defer to 
them, be faithful to them, speak well of them

 

IN SMALL GROUPS:

2.     What activities honour our parents?

Seek to understand them, obey them, speak well of them publically, thank them for what they’ve 
done, praise their good points, credit them for what you’ve learned , ask their advice etc

 

It’s significant that in the 10 commandments honour for parents is the basis of honour for 
all who deserve this in society. (masters, authorities etc) Likewise the parent relationship is
the foundation for a child’s knowledge of God.

 

3.     How do our parents, even unconverted parents help us to know God?



They teach us responsibility and show us how to honour someone

 

·      Does the responsibility to honour change if our parents AREN’T Christians?

No but as we get older we may need to set limits to our obedience when it conflicts with 
the will of God

 

·      Should we always obey our parents as we grow older? How or when might the 
relationship alter?

In our society this may change as we move out from under their roof esp after the age of 
18. When / if we marry it may diminish but we will still seek to praise them & thank them

 

·      If we’ve failed to honour our parents up to this point is there anything can we do?

Express repentance where this is possible. Apologize while we can

 

4.     DISCUSS IN PAIRS: What is one thing you could do to better honour your 
parents?


